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Immaculately restored Harley-Davidson motorcycles of every vintage since the first in 1903 up

through 1996, including the eras of the Knucklehead, Panhead, Shovelhead and Evolution engines,

as well as the military models. Quarter-mile times, top speeds, mileage, original prices and

production numbers, plus engine, frame and suspension specs are all provided.
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I very much liked this book. It doesn't go deeply into Harley history, it goes just deep enough so that

one feels some sense of how American motorcycles, especially H-D and Indian, evolved. For me

what's best about this book are the large beautiful photos of the old Harleys, chronologically

organized, in original unmodified condition. The old bikes from the mid 30's to mid 50's are truely

gorgeous. I can spend hours admiring and comparing photos. This book gives me the urge to own

one of these old Harleys.

While thumbing through some online pics I came across a excerpt from this book and was amazed

at the clear photographs and thorough research it contained. I immediately ordered a used copy

from the best book source online ;) and was not disappointed at all. This is a great resource for

Harley Davidson history and I learned many small pieces and facts not included in other references.

A great book if just for the beautiful clear photos alone, I'm researching a 1930's single and this

book has filled in a few unanswered questions. Five Stars !!!



If you're a Harley Davidson nut...this is a great book to have on your table. I actually have an older

version of this book but was tempted to see if the new version was better. There are some changes

but not many. The price was so cheap that it does not matter. If you are a biker and love

Harley's...you should have this book!

Nice book, colorful and very detailed photographs and good information. Can't miss for a Harley

enthusiast.

This book is a nice large book suited to leave out for guests to finger through. Lots of great photos

and snippets of information throughout. A must for any Harley Davidson enthusiast.

Book arrived in just a few days and was in excellent "new" condition. The book has many great

images and details covering the last 100 years of Harley Davidson History.

Order arrived faster than estimated. Book appeared brand new not used as advertised. Very

satisfied with the purchase! Will be on our coffee table for a long while!

big on pics and photos not much on tech. high quality pics. a little bit more history with each model

would be great.
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